Compustam 2018
Now available the new version 2018.
In this version many new
features have been added for you as
pigeon fancier to enjoy your sport even more.

New in version 2018:
Your pedigree in the Cloud
- Upload pedigree data to compustam-cloud.nl to view them anywhere in the world in 2018
Results
- Search for best performance of brothers and sisters of a pigeon
- When exchanging pedigree data, the best results add to comments
- Search for best pigeons can be searched simultaneously in several directions
- Performance per pigeon show all levels simultaneously
Print options
- Stamps with pigeon picture in each pigeon compartment
- For font card the font style is adjustable for ring number, pigeon name, breed, and breeder
-Two free fields on the basis card for e-mail address and website for example
- In pedigree cards, pigeon name, breed and breeder can be printed in a different color Hen screen
Pigeon screen
- in pedigree card 3 generations and 4 generations extra are the fields of the first 2 generations enlarged with 6
extra rules
- When introducing new pigeons, country code is automatically fetched ld. with the standard country code
-In screen Pigeons selection in the loft
Pair and breeding
-List row by batch can be sorted by date Ei-1
-If importing young pigeon in breeding data already exists, an error message is displayed with which coupling
number, bin number and round number this hears
-Function in the 'File' menu and screen-breeding-breeding to update the box and loft in pigeon data
-When inserting a pair, the loft and bin number is updated in pigeon file
-In case of couples searching for shortened ring number of father and mother
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* Unlimited number of pigeons
* Printing in several lay-outs from 3 to 7 generations
* sending by email/internet
* Printing of pictures ( scan/digital camera )
* select own pigeon-codes ( race breed distance )
* best results automatically on pedigree
* export functions

Racing results
*
*
*
*

16 different levels ( Club section federation ect)
search best results by weather wind distance temperature ect
results by races or by pigeons
year-selection

Couples,breeding,offspring
*
*
*
*
*

every year up to 999 breeding couples
each pair up to 9 rounds
offspring list up to 99 generations
pro-forma pedigree selection
Print nest box cards

Analyze flights
* map of flight from liberation to arrival points
* map of Europe
* estimate time of arrival
* velocity calculator

Digital Pigeon Information
* control all activities of your pigeon like training medication feeding
* check racing results with activities
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